READ INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE
BEGINNING INSTALLATION!
The tub comes placed in the cabinet in the proper position. One end of the tub
is marked with an “A” and one end of the cabinet with an “A”. The “A” end of the
tub and “A” end of the cabinet must align.
Step 1: Take the tub out of the cabinet and install the
drain-overflow assembly that is provided with the tub.
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Note: Model FS7238 has been designed so most deck faucets can be installed on the tub
deck opposite the overflow side. If you install a faucet directly on the tub, you will have
eliminated having to use an expensive floor mounted faucet. Make sure the faucet you
have selected will fit on the tub’s deck before drilling any holes. Also make sure the area
of the deck you’ve selected for the faucet will not interfere with placing the tub into the
cabinet. When you install a faucet on the tub’s deck you will need to install flexible hoses
(60”-72” in length) to the faucet, that will eventually be connected to the hot and cold
supply lines located inside the cabinet. If installing a faucet directly to the tub, The faucet
assemby needs to be installed on the bath before proceeding to step 2.

Step 2: Place the tub in the cabinet. The lip of the tub
should be touching the dry erase marks drawn on the tub
cabinet.
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Note: tub shown with installed optional faucet
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Step 3: Place the tub and cabinet in the desired
location. We have supplied 2 foam shims to elevate
the cabinet so it can be placed over the drain/trap
located beneath the floor.

Step 4: Determine the length of the pipe that is
needed from overflow tee * to drain pipe/trap.
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Step 5: If using a deck mounted faucet
with cabinet still resting on the foam shims,
attach the faucet hoses to the hot and cold
water lines.
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Step 6: The cabinet floor has a hole at each end
where you will install the expanding foam material, provided, between the floor of the cabinet and
the floor of the tub. Use ½ of the foam on each
end of the cabinet. The foam will expand and fill
the cavity between the tub and cabinet to provide
extra support to the tubs floor. The foam will expand so place some weight on the floor of the tub
to keep he foam from pushing the tub up in the
cabinet. Place a bead of silicone on the floor where
cabinet will sit.
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Step 7: Glue the pipe into the overflow tee: place
the glue on the pipe and floor pipe/trap, remove
the shims and push the tub and cabinet onto the
floor fitting. The cabinet should rest flat on the
floor. Check for level in all directions. Let the glue
and foam set up 8 hours before using the bath.

